SatReceiver Odan S
DVB-S satellite receiver
The TrekStor SatReceiver Odan S is universell universally applicable and easily handles DVB-S standards. Not only 4000
channels and 8 favorite lists, but also pre-programmed channel lists for an easy setup as well as the option of parental
control belong to the TrekStor SatReceiver standard. Thanks to the modern, included infrared remote control and
thanks to the clears menus, the SatReceiver is particularly user friendly.
MediaPlayer function
Via the USB 2.0 interface you can transform your DVB-S2 receiver into a multimedia player. Simply connect an external
volume (hard drive, USB stick etc.) to the interface and yet you can play the files (videos, photos or music) via your TV.
EPG
With the EPG you will never lose the big picture! This electronic program guide shows you an overview of current and
future programs with the corresponding transmission times. Depending on the channel, you will receive up to 7 days
prior to the current program overview.
2 remote controls included
The TrekStor SatReceiver Odan S comes as a standard with two remote controls. You can then place them in different
places in your living room or have an immediate replacement at hand, if one remote control gets lost.
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SatReceiver Odan S

Technical details
Hardware
Interface

2 x SCART, Digital cinch (S/PDIF dig.)

Color

Black

Dimensions (W x H x D)

180 mm x 120 mm x 38 mm

Weight

approx. 460 g (only the device without accessories)

Type of housing

Plastic, Aluminum

Tuner
Antenna input

F connector(s)

DiSEqC™

USALS, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2

Record and playback
Playable audio formats

MP3, MPEG-1 (Layer 1), MPEG-1 (Layer 2), WMA

Playable video formats

MPEG-1 (VCD), MPEG-2 up to MP@HL (SVCD, KVCD, DVD),
MPEG-4.2 SP/ASP (z. B. Xvid up to simple@L3)

Video container formats

AVI, MP4, MPEG

Supported picture formats

BMP, JPEG, TIFF, GIF, PNG

Play mode

Repeat all songs, Shuffle, Repeat song, Normal

Supported video-resolutions (output) NTSC, Standard PAL
Supported monitor formats

4:3, 16:9

Other characteristics
Languages

English, German, French

Package contents

SatReceiver Odan S, 2 x Remote control, 4 x AAA battery,
Operating instructions

We reserve the right to make changes and corrections.

You can find further information and accessories at
http://www.trekstor.co.uk/detail-home-entertainment-en/product/112.html
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